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Editors Celia Lee and Paul Strong

In this issue, Paul Strong outlines the crucial role of a team of dedicated
young WRNS girls in the Battle of the Atlantic and Celia Lee reviews Elisa
Seagrave's excellent volume on her mother's role at Station X. In addition
we include some pictures and notes from this year's Remembrance Day,
information on upcoming lectures and a report on a recent WiW event!

Wrens of the Western Approaches Tactical Unit
wargaming a wolfpack attack on a convoy

(Admiralty Official Collection IWM)

SOE Memorial, Embankment London
The agent shown is Violette Szabo

(Photo: Clare Mulley)
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"The only thing that ever really frightened me
during the war was the U-boat peril."

Churchill had good reasons to be apprehensive. In January 1942, the U-
Boats appeared to have the advantage in the Atlantic. Food, sailors and war
supplies were being lost at a terrifying rate. The Prime Minister asked the
Second Sea Lord, Sir Charles Little, if the existing tactics and technology
being used by the convoy escorts were up to the challenge.

Sir Charles summoned Captain Gilbert Roberts, an experienced officer who
has been invalidated out of the service due to tuberculosis, to the Admiralty
to discuss options for resolving Churchill's concerns with Admiral Sir Cecil
Usborne, the First Sea Lord's adviser on Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW).

Usborne believed that there was a chronic lack of escorts but that the tactics
they used were probably sub-optimal. Roberts was to form a new
operational analysis team, to be called the Western Approaches Tactical Unit
(WATU) to explore and evaluate new tactics and then to pass them on to
escort captains in a dedicated ASW  course.

The Prime Minister's orders were
clear - "Find out what is happening
in the Atlantic, find ways of getting
the convoys through and sink the
U-Boats!"

Admiral Sir Percy Noble, then
commanding Western Approaches
HQ in Liverpool, was initially
unimpressed by the idea of the
WATU but allowed Roberts to set up
the unit in Derby House.

Roberts first concern was to find out
what was actually happening to the
convoys so he poured over the after
action reports looking for clues to
the U-Boat's tactics. It became clear
that Commander Frederic 'Johnny'
Walker was one of the few who had
developed tactics to counter the U-
Boats at night - on the signal
"Buttercup" all of the escorts under
his command would turn outwards
and fire starshells to locate the
surfaced U-Boats around the
convoy.

Captain Gilbert Roberts
(Admiralty Official Collection IWM)
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The WATU facility was primitive, with tactical tables, a tactical floor
divided into squares, basic ship models and a lecture theatre, but Roberts
quickly got to work. A basic set of wargame rules was developed with
processes to represent real-time decision cycles, tactical doctrine, and
communications issues. Then the room was re-designed so that players
representing escort commanders could only see the gameplay through a
restrictive screen to represent the limited information that they would have
in a real battle. The U-Boat track was invisible to players and shown as a
brown chalk line so the umpires could follow its progress.

Roberts was assigned a small staff, Chief Petty Officer Raynor was the first
then the Wrens appeared. Four Wren officers, Elizabeth Drake, Jane Howes,
Jean Laidlaw and Nan Wailes, described as 'real gems' by Roberts, all
brimming with enthusiasm and delighted to be doing serious work. In
addition, four Wren ratings appeared, two were only seventeen. One of the
new ratings, Janet O'Kell got lost in the building trying to find WATU
during a blackout and was in tears by the time she was introduced to
Roberts by her burly Royal Marine rescuer.

The staff at the Western Approaches Tactical Unit - 22 January 1945
Note the chalk marks, indicating key moves in the wargame, on the tactical floor

(Admiralty Official Collection IWM)
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The Wrens had to be trained in ASW techniques and technology before they
could be useful but the team proved quick learners and soon mastered the
skills they needed to run the analytical and training wargames that were to
become the WATU's contribution to the war effort.

Roberts' first concern was to address the issue of how the U-Boats were
making their attacks and evading the escorts. The key issue was clearly the
tactics the U-Boats used so Roberts ran a series of games to evaluate how
best to approach a convoy during a night attack. It soon became obvious that
the U-Boats were not attacking from outside the perimeter but were instead
moving stealthily amongst the supply ships, using their intended victims as
cover!

Roberts called RN submarine command and the phone was answered by Sir
Max Horton, a WWI veteran and the CinC RN Submarine command.
Horton listened to Roberts theory and confirmed that it was the approach
that he himself would use. Delighted by Sir Max's confirmation, Roberts set
up a wargame to explore options for countering the German tactic.

Raynor, Laidlaw and O'Kell stayed behind to test the concept and they
wargamed options through the night. A range of U-Boat approaches were
tested and it was clear that the best approach for a U-Boat was astern.
Walker had clearly intuitively come upon a tactic that worked against a
additional U-Boats coming to join the battle. Roberts pondered Laidlaw's
detailed plots from each game and realised that a U-Boat that evaded an
escort would probably dive and come up again astern of the convoy. The
team soon realised that he was onto something and volunteered to continue
wargaming.

The new tactic involved the escorts falling back after the initial attack in line
astern then trawling up to the convoy with an ASDIC sweep. Any U-Boat
that tried to evade the escorts, assumed to be converging on its last known
position, would instead be caught by the sweep following the convoy. As
dawn rose, the team were sent home and Roberts arranged a demonstration.

A sceptical Sir Percy Noble arrived with his staff the next day and watched
as the team worked through a series of attacks on convoy HG.76. As Roberts
described the logic behind their assumptions about the tactics being used by
the U-Boats and demonstrated the counter move, one that Wren Officer
Laidlaw had mischievously named Raspberry, Sir Percy changed his view
of the unit. From now on the WATU would be regular visitors to the
Operations Room and all escort officers were expected to attend the course.

Interestingly, out of the 5,000 officers who attended the school, none had the
slightest problem with being instructed by young Wrens - particularly as
they proved extremely skilled at guiding their students through the more
complex manoeuvres without hurting their feelings (there is an amusing but
highly technical example in Mark William's excellent biography Captain
Gilbert Roberts RN and the Anti-U-Boat School).
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Each of the courses looked at ASW and surface attacks on a convoy and the
students were encouraged to take part in the wargames that evaluated
potential new tactics. Raspbery was soon followed by Strawberry,
Goosebery and Pineapple and as the RN went over to the offensive, the
tactical priority shifted to hunting and killing U Boats. Roberts continued
as Director of WATU but was also appointed as Assistant Chief of Staff
Intelligence at Western Approaches Command.

One of the tactics WATU developed was to allow a 'sighting' submarine to
dive unmolested so that the convoy's change of course wouldn't be
communicated - the diving submarine would then be hunted while it was
unable to update the rest of the wolfpack.

Roberts' assumption was the U-Boat would send a detailed signal then
conduct a low speed turn to the rear of the convoy to avoid any escorts and
then calmly await developments. The WATU counter was to not let the U
Boat know it had been sighted, wait until it headed to rear of the convoy
then use the combined propeller noise of the convoy to disguise a dash by
a single escort to the U-Boat's most likely position - a process called the
Beta Search.  Sir Max Horton volunteered to be the U-Boat during a visit to
the school and Janet O'Kell (now 18) played the escort group commander.

Sir Max made five attempts to evade the escorts and each time O'Kell
ruthlessly closed in and sank his U-Boat. When he discovered that his
opponent had been a young Wren rating, Horton was horrified but, unlike
many senior officers (then and today), he was far more interested in results
than in his ego and Beta Search was included in the next set of Fleet Orders.

Depth Charge exploding behind a
convoy escort

(Wikimedia Commons)

HMS Vidette was the first ship to try
out the tactic and bagged a U-Boat
with its first pattern of depth
charges. Once again the advantage
lay with the Royal Navy. As the
U-Boat commanders developed
new tactics, WATU's enthusiastic
and dedicated operational research
team identified each new approach
and developed effective counters;
the Germans often losing numerous
U-Boats before any weaknesses of
the new tactic became apparent to
Dönitz and his rapidly decreasing
cadre of veteran commanders.
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Roberts was fully aware of the proven skills of his adversary and WATU did
not wait for German tactics to evolve before adapting. In addition, each
course was attended by at least one Coastal Command officer to ensure that
air/sea co-operation was properly represented. For example, Pineapple was
developed from a suggestion from a Canadian officer on how the Germans
might shift their tactics if Raspberry was observed by a second U-Boat
beyond the range of the initial sweep. To ensure success, Pineapple included
variants based upon the experience and aggression of the U-Boat
commander.

The wolfpack made every ASW tactic more difficult to operate as the
U-Boats would observe their target and take advantage of any changes in the
disposition of escorts. The first U-Boat would signal the location of a
convoy and await reinforcements. Once enough were in position, the whole
group would move into position. As the escorts homed in on the first U-Boat
detected by ASDIC, radar or by observers, the rest would move in for the
kill. Quickly the escorts would be reduced to dashing from one crisis to
another while the experienced German captains picked their targets and then
left the less skilled U-Boats to suffer the consequences. Unsurprisingly,
WATU had predicted the wolfpack approach and proposed that air power
(B-24s with extra fuel tanks or convoy escort carriers) could be used to hunt
the surfaced U-Boats, awaiting updates on the convoy and gathering in her
wake, then an outer and inner ring of escorts to deal with the actual attack.

King George VI visited WATU in November 1942 when Sir Max Horton
took over Western Approaches Command. Sir Max was so delighted with
the display Roberts and his team put on he volunteered to take the course
himself.

By 1943, the tactics and technology (including 10cm radar and Hedgehog)
being used by the RN meant that the U-Boats had to develop more cautious
tactics in the hoping of evading the wide array of ASW assets (air and sea)
that were being deployed against them with ever increasing efficiency.
Hunter Killer (Support) Groups now actively sought out U-Boats before
they even sighted a convoy - the most famous being 'Johnny' Walkers' Escort
group 2. Dönitz and his captains tried a number of desperate tactics but
casualties continued to mount. Even when wolfpacks succeeded in making
an attack, they tended to suffer heavy casualties.

WATU took advantage of this lull in activity on the Western Approaches to
develop tactics for other operational areas. While reviewing U-Boat tactics
in a recent battle off the Azores, Roberts realised that the U-Boat had used
an entirely new weapon - one that homed onto its target. Roberts discussed
his theory with Horton and they decided it was some kind of acoustic
guidance system.

In September 1943, the acoustic torpedo had its first major test against a
convoy - in this case versus ONS.18 and ON.202 combining their escorts
against a full-scale assault identified by Bletchley Park.
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By the end of the war the WATU had eight male officers (including a
Norwegian and an Indian) and thirty six Wren officers and and ratings.
Amongst the many officers who passed the course were HRH Prince Philip
of Greece and the author of The Cruel Sea, Nicholas Monsarrat. The novel
includes a description of Roberts and it is thought that Robert's summing up
of the campaign, given at the end of each course is the source for the title.

"It is the war of the little ships and the lonely aircraft, long patient and
unpublicised, our two great enemies - the U-Boats and the Cruel Sea".

The novel also includes a lovely scene where Ericson is caught out during a
wargame and is rescued by a "young, thoughtful and intelligent" Wren officer
"not more than "twenty years old".

When Roberts accepted his award as Commander of the British Empire at the
end of 1943, he took a Wren Officer and Rating with him to Buckingham
Palace, intentionally sharing the honour with the team of  remarkable young
women that helped the Western Approaches Tactical Unit win the Battle of
the Atlantic.

(Author: Paul Strong)

The U-Boats, using acoustic torpedoes,
focused on the escorts - each firing a
spread at its pursuer as soon as the
escort closed in for the kill. Chaos
ensued as several escorts were
damaged or sunk but the pack of 21
U-Boats were far less successful in the
evolving battle than Dönitz had hoped.

Some of the men killed were graduates
of WATU and, armed with detailed
reports from the battle, the entire staff
threw themselves into the task of
designing an answer. The solution was
based upon an assumption about the
effective detection angle available to
the U Boat's hydrophones (about 60
degrees). If the escort 'stepped aside' by
turning away (150 degrees) once it was
detected by the U-Boat, and then
turned back after roughly a nautical
mile, the torpedo would fail to detect
its target and miss. The updated tactic
was sent to the beleaguered escort
group defending the convoy and the
plucky little ships turned the tables and
started ruthlessly hunting the hunters -
the wolfpack scattered.

Admiral Sir Max Horton
Western Approaches Command

(Wikimedia Commons)
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THE GIRL FROM STATION X

My Mother's Unknown Life

Elisa Segrave

Elisa Segrave will be giving a talk on her book, ‘The Girl From Station
X’, at the Polish Hearth Club on 3rd March 2017, 6.30 for 7.00 pm.
Elisa says her talk will be on "My mother Anne Hamilton Grace who
was in the WAAFs during all six years of the war, including several
posts in Bomber Command and a spell in Hut 3 [then Hut 3N] at the
now famous Bletchley Park code breaking centre.  Anne's last six
months were from June to November 1945 in post war Germany where
she had a romance with an American Joe Darling who was working for
General Eisenhower. Joe wrote her over a hundred love letters and on
her days off took her in a weapon carrier (driven by Joe's driver Barnes
from Tennessee, half -German and half Cherokee Indian) round the
bombed towns of Germany.  Joe's job was to find 'clean' Germans for
the new German government. My mother got to see Berlin in August
1945, by then full of Soviet soldiers. My mother describes all this
vividly in her diaries. I will quote from them and from Joe's love letters.

Review by Celia Lee

Anne Hamilton Grace
(Photo: Family Collection)
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Anne Veronica Hamilton Grace was the only child of rich affluent
parents one of whose prestigious homes was Knowle House in Sussex.
Anne's colourful story is told by her daughter Elisa Segrave but to delve
into the home, personal, and complicated love life of this glamorous
young girl in a review would spoil the thrill of reading the book which
is brilliantly written. That part of Anne's existence is very much the stuff
that modern novels are made of (and one is mindful of Mary Wesley)
except in this case it is all real life.

Anne was born in the year of the First World War on July 1, 1914. She
experienced the usual nanny upbringing, private schooling, and leisured
existence in a large country house that was run by servants.  She was
waited on hand and foot 'spoon-fed' to quote an old saying to the extent
that she didn't even know how to boil a kettle or make a cup of tea.

The outbreak of the Second World War (1939-45) would shatter all that
and Anne would receive a rude awakening.  In the early days of the war
she gallantly and somewhat naively enlisted in the Women's Auxiliary
Airforce and became WAAF No.513 in uniform.  At Kidbrooke,
Dulwich, London, she was attached to No.1 Balloon Centre.

The reason Elisa has been able to tell her mother's story in such detail
is that late in both their lives when Anne now suffering from
Alzheimer's was being rehoused in smaller accommodation, she
discovered a valuable cache of Anne's secret war-time diaries and a bag
somewhat mysteriously filled with post-war German passports.  These
were concealed in an annexe that was part of this rich lady's estate and
proved to be a writer's treasure trove.  Until this point Elisa knew only
that her mother had served as a WAAF during the war but nothing could
have prepared her for Anne's secret world that she was about to enter
that had lain hidden for years.

Anne began her first job a
week after the outbreak of
war in September 1939,
working in Supplies at
Dulwich College that is
today in South East London.
Aged 25 years and still
unmarried which is odd in
itself as most girls were
married by the time they
were 21, and having no
domestic experience of any
kind, Anne now had to make
her own tea and wash up her
own cups, plates, and cutlery. Anne Hamilton Grace

(Photo: Family Collection)
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For the first time also, Anne came into close contact with and worked
with middle and working class women and girls.  Initially, it was
clerical work making out a card for each employed man and filing.
During the period known as the phoney war, Anne enjoyed parties and
romance and travelled back and forth from her job to either Knowle or
the family's prestigious London home 40 Belgrave Square.

Anne was promoted to a more senior position working at Cleveland
Street, London. The family chauffeur drove her to and from work but
she had to valet the car herself.  Instead of sipping champagne she was
drinking Bovril!

Despite her never previously having had a job, Anne was immediately
ambitious and took a code cypher course.  She began a new job as a
clerk at Bicester air field from which Hudsons and Blenheims were sent
out to bomb Germany so she was now in the midst of some action.  She
sent and received messages from Bomber Command Headquarters,
High Wycombe.  She was again promoted to Bomber Command
Station, Bicester - 13 Operational Training Group - and was now in the
thick of the action where 'planes were flying in and out.  She was
contributing to the war in a more direct way - so she wrote in her diary:

Diary entry, May 10th 1940 - Bicester

We heard that Germany has invaded Belgium and Holland in the
early hours of this morning. … People will wonder one day
perhaps in the future exactly what it felt like to live through these
days … it is definitely delayed reaction. [p.113]

King George VI was on the throne and Queen Elizabeth was Queen
Consort and on 19th July, Anne led a parade of WAAFs past the King
when he was at Bicester carrying out an inspection.  This was one of the
proud moments of her work. Returning home to Knowle in September,
1940, it would be a different scene. Anne would watch the Battle of
Britain through field glasses and there was a 'deafening roar' overhead
'a huge formation of Bombers came into sight, flying in magnificent
order, the whole sky was black with them and above there was another
mass of fighters.'  Suddenly she saw 'directly above the house' there
were 'silver Messerschmitts, darting about the sky' and she 'counted 75
Bombers in formation, which was speeding away towards London.  …
It seemed impossible that one stone of London would be left standing.'
[p.123]

The speed with which Anne accelerated into positions of responsibility and
danger is amazing considering her sheltered background.  In October she
went up in a 'plane where she experienced 'great billowing mountains and
valleys' and 'the great power and strangeness of the universe'. [p.125]
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There were the inevitable bombings the destruction of which Anne
encountered in London and the towns outside.  In the county of Sussex
12,000 bombs had been counted and a short walk through the woods
from Knowle 160 incendiaries had been picked up.

There were several romances along the way and one engagement to an
RAF pilot but none led to marriage undoubtedly due to Anne's being
unable to really make up her mind about marriage and the
temporariness of life during wartime where one was here today and
gone tomorrow. In mid-January 1941, Anne admitted she was suffering
from depression and although she was now 27 years old and had many
male admirers she couldn't relate to any particular one.  Her finance had
been so ill their engagement was ended.  Meantime, pressures and
anxiety had taken their toll and Anne had learnt to smoke and drink and
drank heavily at the numerous all-night parties which would be the
beginning of a life-long problem.  She now kept a bottle of gin hidden
in her room that acted as a pick-me-up as she put it.  She wavered about
marrying anyone who was not of her social class (despite knowing that
as an only child she was heiress to her parents' estate), and she preferred
the company of women that would be a telling point in the distant future.

Her personal ambition grew with work experience and she got posted
to Hucknall in Nottinghamshire No.1 Group RAF station where she met
Poles who fought so hard at all levels for Britain throughout the war.
She wrote of her latest experience in her diary:

23rd February 1941

In the sky .,. The Fighters were up very high and all we could see
were these tails of white smoke twisting and curling … .  … this war
has the strangest effects on one and I enjoy almost anything now,
and yet when I am not working for long, or have some point to my
existence, I feel rather lost, and the very fact … belonging to a
service is a great help.

Each time Anne visited London or received news of it the devastation
grew worse and posh Belgrave Square was now a neglected, over-
grown wilderness and the victim of bombs.

By April 1941, Anne had got another new job located at Leighton
Buzzard, 60 Group Head Quarters Intelligence Centre.  There they dealt
with all overseas traffic and were part of the Air Ministry.  Anne
described it as: the most interesting of all the cipher traffic places that
exists … there are about 10 of us on a watch.'  One of the girls Angela
Griffiths was the daughter of a mining engineer in Rumania. But for the
war Anne would never have come into contact with such a person.
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Anne was a witness to history in the making in many respects as she
noted.  The roles of women changed; there were female porters, ticket
collectors, and attendants on the trains and Anne felt more secure with
women in charge.  She had access to crucial information.  US 'planes
and pilots were arriving in Britain to instruct British pilots how to fly
these new types of aircraft.  She wrote about a cipher received at night
from 'someone in command at Abyssinia asking for freedom to bomb
the bases of Iraqi air force as Iraqi 'planes had bombed our aerodrome
that afternoon.  … It's all rather thrilling in a way being so much in
touch with things.'

Anne's work at Leighton Buzzard was as a signals clerk.  She learnt
how to use a typex machine that was like a large typewriter onto which
she typed a message in plain English and the machine turned it into an
encrypted version.  This was then transmitted by radio into Morse Code.

Before the war, life for Anne had been one of skiing, fishing in
Scotland, holidaying in Palm Beach, Florida during the winter, and
cruising in the Caribbean.  She would now reflect on this hedonistic
lifestyle with a degree of horror and disdain.  At the time of writing in
her diary of the sinking of the Bismark, 15,000 allied troops evacuated
from Crete, when we lost the island to the Germans, the bombing and
disabling of HMS York, in South Bay off Crete.  She had now learnt to
travel on the London tube trains rather than going about in the family
chauffeur driven car.  She witnessed Londoners preparing to bed down
for the night in the only relatively safe place left, the underground
stations, sleeping on sacks and what bedding they could bring with them.

BLETCHLEY PARK

Anne first heard of Bletchley Park cypher and code breaking centre in
late May 1941.  It was the highly secret central site for Britain's
codebreakers during World War II. Run by the Government Code and
Cypher School (GC&CS), it regularly penetrated the secret
communications of the Axis Powers - most importantly the German
Enigma and Lorenz ciphers. It is considered that the "Ultra" intelligence
produced at Bletchley Park shortened the war by two to four years, and
that without it the outcome of the war would have been uncertain.
Located in Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, Bletchley Park is today a
flourishing heritage attraction.

The breaking of enemy codes and cyphers excited Anne and it was at
that time they began admitting WAAFs.  Her grasp of Italian and French
clearly secured her a job there.  She started work on August 12th 1941.
Station X was a secret intelligence Agency.  It was here that the code
used by the German armed forces was broken by the Engima encryption
machine.
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Anne's time spent there on such crucial work and the secrecy imposed
on it that was binding after the war may account for her secrecy in
giving little away to her daughter Elisa about her wartime work.  It
would not be until the 1970s that the mysterious Station X would be
revealed in part and today it is a great tourist attraction. Naval, military
and air services came together there.  Elisa has summed up her mother's
role at Bletchley and given us a rare inside look at how the system
worked:

One of the most important tasks was to maintain a minutely
detailed indexing system so that whenever a new piece of
information came in, it would be broken down into its component
parts and each piece of information recorded in a separate file.
The idea was to create a database so that if you needed to find out
about a particular ship, officer or place, all previous intelligence
on it could be instantly accessed.

Anne's job was to work on this indexing system - on the face of it a
menial task, but essential to the smooth running of the hut.  It was
in fact a very complex task, because of the volume of information
coming in and because there were code names in use within the
messages which had to be puzzled over.  There were service
abbreviations, service jargon, acronyms and slang used within the
messages from unit to unit. … Then, on 6th September 1941, she
was cheered by an unexpected visitor to Hut 3.  In Came the PM
himself, smoking the proverbial cigar and looking very well and
pleased with life.  Churchill after sitting down at the desk of Anne's
boss, Group Captain Robert Humphreys, and reading some
reports, declared: Well, if we don't win the war with information
like that I don't know how we shall win it!

Churchill then went out and made a speech at the main building but we
missed hearing it.  It appears however to have pleased everyone very
much indeed and he said how important the place was and that it might
easily shorten the war … .  … it really was rather a thrill to see him, in
our office, sitting at Humphrey's desk and looking at our Middle East
reports! … The PM at his speech outside the main building said: 'It is
amazing that a place that looks so simple can really be so sinister.'
Flight Lieutenant De Haan who was one of Anne's superiors has told me
that B.P. is one of the most amazing places of this war, so I suppose it
should console me for a lot of other things. [pp. 161-3]

Undoubtedly Churchill's visit had been prompted by Bletchley having
broken the Italian cipher C38M just prior to Anne's arrival.
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… this yielded … advance warning of the sailing dates, routes
and composition of virtually all trans Mediterranean supply
convoys and it also threw occasional light on Italian main-fleet
movements.  During 1941 the gist of the relevant Enigma
decrypts had been signalled by Hut 3 to the Mediterranean
authorities by the SCU/SLU [the special communications unit
and special liaisons unit] channel while that of the C38M
decrypts had been sent by a part-naval, part-civilian
processing watch in Hut 4 separately to Malta and elsewhere.
An outstanding result of these messages would be a spate of
sinkings in late 1941, which played a big part in Rommel's
retreat to El Agheila at that time. [p162]

It is probably worth mentioning that Anne was at times sailing very close to
if not outright breaching the Official Secrets Act which she had signed, in
writing such detailed descriptions of the highly secret work in her diaries.
Despite working at this exciting establishment Anne was bored but it was
probably depression that dogged her although looking at the actual
structures today at the lay out of the huts in which people worked during the
war they were basic and ugly; freezing cold in the winter and baking too hot
in the summer.   In the heat of summer when men were not around some
women stripped to their underwear.  Conditions were cramped with narrow
passages and the place has something of the concentration camp about it.
Its appearance was obviously not only because of shortages of materials and
time to build a more substantial structure but it had to look innocuous to
enemy air craft flying overhead on reconnaissance missions otherwise the
Germans would have bombed it.  Anne found life there colourless and she
wrote in her diary of longing for 'lovely furniture, flowers' and so on.  The
strain was showing on Anne who noted that a friend had brought her three
bottles of gin.

Anne was now well into her 20s with no sign of a suitable husband and
friends all around her were getting engaged and married although she had
plenty of male admirers.  By December 1941, she was in bed possibly due
to her consumption of alcohol although the doctor would not have known
of her drinking.  Jaundice is mentioned and the doctor told her to eat
oranges of which there was a shortage during the war.  Elisa thinks Anne
may have been suffering from Glandular Fever which was not known about
at that time. She was living at their London home 40 Belgrave Square which
had suffered from the bombings and had no windows and in December was
freezing cold.

Having been granted two-and-a-half months' sick leave to recuperate, Anne
went off to Russia on holiday.  In January 1941, she noted in her diary that
the Russians were fighting in the streets of Orel and were 60 miles from
Hitler's Head Quarters Smolensk and that over Christmas, thousands of
Russians had died of starvation in Leningrad.
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Anne returned to Bletchley Park in mid-February 1942.  By May 1st she
found her job terrifying with so many chances of slipping up and making
an error.  On 2nd May she was granted acting paid rank of Flight Officer
WEF.  Between 1941-45, Anne would have six different intelligence jobs.
Elias writes that:

The organisation of Hut 3 [where Anne still worked] had come about
because of the increasingly significant part the work the hut had been
playing in operations abroad.  Hut 3 had become experienced at
identifying what information they had gleaned from Enigma would be
of use and at dispatching it in an intelligible way.  One of the code
breakers' finest moments had been the previous year, when Hitler sent
Rommel to help the struggling Italian army push back the Allies in
North Africa.  They managed to break the key used between army and
air forces in Libya within days of Rommel landing at Tripoli, so were
quickly able provide information on his plans and movements. For the
first time, a direct line of communication was set up between Hut 3 and
the intelligence services stationed in Cairo, cutting out the
conventional chair of command via the War Office and Air Ministry.

Previously all naval intelligence would have come from the Admiralty,
which as well as being a Whitehall department was an operational
headquarters.  With Hut 3 now operating as a second, independent hub
of intelligence, it was deemed necessary to boost the navy's presence
in the hut, and the Admiralty reluctantly sent a party of three naval
officers. Involved in the practicalities of this naval takeover of her hut,
Anne grumbled, with secret pride, I get nothing done and have to keep
showing Haslam things. [p172]

OPERATION TORCH

At the end of July 1942, the Allies decided to invade North Africa in
what would be termed Operation Torch and landings were planned for
8th November with landings at Casablanca in Morocco and Oran and
Algiers. The plan was that it would enable the Allies to advance on the
territory of Libya occupied by Germans and Italians, attacking from
the west as well as from Egypt in the East. It was vital that the enemy
should have no idea of the planned attacks and should be misled into
believing that preparations were being made for different locations.
Rumours were circulated that these were Sicily, Crete, the Balkans or
the bolstering of British troops in Malta.

The main problem for both the Allies and the enemy during the war in
North Africa was the lack of supplies and the difficulty of getting them.
The enemy could have supplies shipped across from Italy within 24
hours but due to the work of code breakers at Bletchley their passage
was not safe. The Italian convoys were escorted by the German air
force whose signals were being intercepted and decrypted in Hut 3.
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Between July and November 1942, during preparations for the
Anglo-American invasion of North Africa, Anne was repeatedly
praised for her good work.  She wrote in her diary: I just live for
the work at the moment. And 24th July Lavers couldn't have been
nicer and complimented me tremendously in the work I have done
here and said he would write me a chit to be forwarded to Air
Ministry recommending me for as good a job as I could be given,
as the responsibility we had here before the Navy took over was so
great that now we were wasted in this job.  Anne goes on to say
how successful she has been, how confident she is and how well
she likes her job - but still she was hankering after another
promotion. [pp175-7]

Operation Torch was set in motion: Anne was made 4th NDO (Naval
Duties Officer).  As an NDO Anne's responsibilities greatly increased.
She was expected to check and forward signals drafted by the naval
section.  She also had to draft signals from scratch based on new
information coming in from elsewhere in the hut.  Intelligence that was
gathered from enigma decrypts was sent by her directly to commands
in the Mediterranean. She acted as a naval adviser to other sections of
the hut, and to study all Hut 3 material to ensure that any necessary
annotation from the naval angle was made and that the Naval Section
and even the Admiralty were kept informed when necessary.  This was
responsibility indeed and recognition of her expertise and required
diligence and concentration to detail.

All signals sent to the Mediterranean had to be logged and indices
maintained.  The movement of enemy ships had also to be plotted on a
wall chart and all data garnered from enemy decrypts had to be checked
against admiralty charts before sending a signal to check whether the
enemy had made mistakes, either in facts or in their signalling.  Anne
was held in high regard by her boss Connie for her diligence, reliability,
and the high quality of her performance.  Hut 3 was considered the most
important at that crucial juncture in the war and Anne felt  that she had
the best job in the hut.

Anne's official duties culminated in spending six months in Germany
after the end of the war before returning to England for good.  In
civilian life, she would alter beyond all recognition whilst fitting into
the role of a married woman and mother.  Her daughter Elisa Segrave
has produced a masterful study of this woman whose life took such
incredible, tortured twists and turns.
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A number of Members of the Women in War group who will be speaking at
the Polish Hearth Club, South Kensington during the New Year, 2017.
Unless otherwise indicated, please arrive 6.30 for a start at 7 pm – the
current list of titles are shown below. Details outlining additional talks and
events will appear in future issues.

1. Dr Paul Watkins, veterinary surgeon – Thursday 19th January 2017.
Title of talk: From Sokó³ to Tirpitz and Beyond: The Life of Godfrey
Place VC.  Godfrey Place was one of nine submariners of the Royal Navy
to be awarded the Victoria Cross in World War 2, and is the only naval
officer to have gone to war ‘above, below and on the waves.’ His illustrious
career in submarines commenced in 1941 when he was the liaison officer
in ORP Sokó³ in Malta. The talk will describe his life and service,
highlighting connections with the Polish Navy during many years, making
use of his personal archive.

2. Gabriella Bullock – 23rd February - Will give a talk on Maria
Tarnowska. For background information please see web link:
http://www.friesenpress.com/bookstore/title/119734000024338437

3. Elisa Segrave – 22nd March - will be giving a talk on her book The Girl
from Station X.  Elisa says her talk will be on “My mother Anne Hamilton
Grace who was in the WAAFs during all six years of the war, including
several posts in Bomber Command and a spell in Hut 3 [then Hut 3N] at
the now famous Bletchley Park code breaking centre.  Anne’s last six
months were from June to November 1945 in post war Germany where she
had a romance with an American Joe Darling who was working for General
Eisenhower. Joe wrote her over 100 love letters and on her days off he took
her in a weapon carrier (driven by Joe's driver Barnes from Tennessee, half
-German and half Cherokee Indian) round the bombed towns of Germany.
Joe's job was to find 'clean' Germans for the new German government. My
mother got to see Berlin in August 1945, by then full of Soviet soldiers.
My mother describes all this vividly in her diaries. I will quote from them
and from Joe's love letters.

4. Dr George Bailey OBE – April 5th 7pm – Title of talk: Engineer-
Captain Nikolai Saczkowski and the 1915 'suicide' mission of the
Russian Imperial Navy minelayer 'Enisez'.  My grandfather and the
Enisej mine-layer-cruiser.  He was the Polish Engineer-Captain of the
Russian ship which was sunk in on the 4th of June 1915 - 101 years to the
day I shall be talking about the final mission.  He was the only officer to
survive with 13 ratings, but 298 died.  I appreciate it may not be acceptable
to talk about Polish officers  serving in Russian ships. George’s talk may be
moved to the prestigious Sikorski Institute just up the road from the Club.

5. Gaby Weiner – 25th May -  Talk title: My book Tales of Loving and
Leaving – see website:  www.gabyweiner.co.uk  also available at:
http://www.authorhouse.co.uk/Bookstore/BookDetail.aspx?BookId=SKU-
001096859
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 6. Garry O’Connor – author and dramatist - date to be advised.  Garry is
putting on a play titled: “The Butcher of Poland” based on his book The
Butcher of Poland - Hitler’s Lawyer Hans Frank.

7. Clare Mulley will be speaking on her book about the Polish/British spy
Krystyna Skarbek aka Christine Granville on 16 March at the
University Women’s Club, Mayfair, London.  Anyone wishing to attend
should contact Siobhan Hamilton Phillips, Vice Chairman:
siobhan@hamilton-phillips.com

8. Dr John H. Mather has been engaged to give the following lectures:
Thursday September 14th 2017 - Lecture with Power point slides – Venue:
Churchill Society, Chartwell, Kent; time to be advised. TITLE: Who
"cut" on Winston Churchill and did the surgeons do a good job?  In
his lifetime, Sir Winston Churchill had four surgical procedures:
appendectomy, trauma and plastic surgery, a right hernia repair and a
pining of the fracture of his left hip.  The surgeons who performed the
surgery were dealing with a very sick individual from delayed surgery,
serious paralyzing trauma, 'weak' lungs or advanced age.  What sort of a
job did they do and what were the long term effects of the procedures?
Were they the "best" surgeons or did they lack any technical skills?  What
might have been done differently if these surgical procedures were
performed today?

9. Friday 15th September 2017 - Lecture with Power point slides – Venue:
The Polish Hearth Club, South Kensington – 6.30 for 7 pm – wine will be
served.  Title: The Health of US Presidents: Fitness to Lead -
 Presidents of the USA have usually been elected at a relatively old age.
Many have been in office when clearly they had advancing medical
problems, both physical and mental, which affected their performance in
office.  Some were elected to the Presidency when it was poorly
understood that they were already medically impaired.  Once elected there
is a reluctance amongst his political entourage, sometimes with the
connivance of his White House physician, to suggest that he resign when
he is clearly disabled.  What should someone seeking the Presidency
reveal and what can be believed of a certification of good health by his
personal physician?  What did we know and what do we know of
President Donald Trump’s medical issues, both in terms of his physical
and mental health?  Should the 'world' be concerned?

Those wishing to attend talks at the Polish Hearth Club should e-mail
Malgosia, Lady Belhaven & Stenton, Events organiser:
ladybelhaven@hotmail.com  to book in advance.
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First WiW Wedding!
Karen H. Rhea & John H. Mather

Karen Ann Hendrix Rhea and John Hugh Mather were married on
August 20 at the bride's home in Franklin, Tennessee by Dr. Will Berger
and Rev. Sally Hughes of Historic Franklin Presbyterian Church where
they worship.

They were attended by the sons of the bride, Patrick Rhea, Isaac Rhea,
and Dylan Rhea who wore the kilts of their Campbell Clan, and the son
and daughter of the groom, Steven Mather and Alexandra Bourne who
wore the sash of the Douglas Clan. The flower girl was Maggie Sue
Bourne, the granddaughter of the groom, who happily wore flowers in
her hairpiece.  The groom was attired in formal Douglas Clan and the
bride wore her favorite blue.  Blue and white hydranas arrangement by
Always of Bloom provided the backdrop to the wedding.

The Bride and Groom
(Family Collection)



Music was provided by a renowned local bagpiper Jim Drury, including
"Highland Cathedral" and "Scotland the Brave".  The bride's two
younger sons, Isaac and Dylan, sang "Great Is Thy Faithfulness".
Dr. Rhea is a physician with specialties in general psychiatry, child and
adolescent psychiatry, and pediatrics. She graduated magna cum laude
from King University and with Honors from the University of North
Carolina School of Medicine.  She received her postgraduate medical
training in all three specialties at Vanderbilt University Medical School.
Her current position is Chief Medical Officer of Centersone, a large
community mental health organization, and she is appointed as Clinical
Associate Professor of Psychiatry at Vanderbilt.

Dr. Mather is a physician trained in ENT, specializing in children.  He
attended John Lyons School, Harrow, and the Middlesex Hospital
Medical School in London.  His postgraduate medical training was at
the University of Maryland Hospital and Medical School.  He served in
the Medical Corps. US Army as a Major at Walter Reed Army Hospital
and had a distinguished 30 year career as a health and medical policy
expert in the United States Government, including a decade long stint
as Chief Medical Officer of the Social Security Administration and for
a number of years as Chief Officer for the VA's Research Compliance
program.  He is currently a medical consultant at Social Security in
Tennessee and the VA in Nashville.

Dr. Rhea's parents were John Irvin and Bivian Hendrix, who owned a
farm in rural West Tennessee.  Dr. Mather's parents were Jack and Helen
Mather; Mr. Mather was a Solicitor (an international attorney) in
London.

The wedding reception featured a Southern food theme, including
shrimp and grits, and the wine celebrated the same rose that they had
been consumed in Provence.  Emily Nelson's string quartet provided
baroque classical music.  Exactly at the end of the outdoor wedding, a
downpour began, providing the blessing that "Rain on the wedding day
is good luck".
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Remembrance - ATS Hostel Bombed in Great Yarmouth

By Georgina Natzio

On 11th May 1943 eighteen-year-old Brian Heaney of Mildenhall, Suffolk
and the 1st Battalion Sherwood Foresters, had got up at 5.30am,
breakfasted, and went on duty manning a tripod-mounted bren gun
positioned on the shore end of Great Yarmouth's Britannia Pier.  Defences
had been mounted against incursions of fighter-bombers, coming in low
from the east under the sun's rays, dropping their loads and disappearing.
On that morning, one flew in and its bomb destroyed a hotel on the sea
front.  The hotel was functioning as an ATS Hostel.

Echoing the confusions of war, "We were told there were 73 dead," Brian
Heaney told the Great Yarmouth Mercury on 22nd October, 2009, then aged
85, "we were led to believe they were WRNS; they were girls in uniform...
we were given a tot of rum each because of the trauma of getting these
young girls out of the rubble."

On 11th May 1994, a Service of Commemoration was held for families and
friends of the, in fact, twenty-six young women who succumbed to the
bombing, together with twelve men who had also lost their lives in the raid.
Among the attendees numbered many former members of the ATS from all
over the country and ex-Service Associations, joined together by memories
of shared service days.   The Lady Soames had accepted an invitation to
unveil a commemorative plaque on the sea front.  A very large number of
ex-servicewomen marched to the music of the Adjutant General's Corps
Band bearing some 50 Standards, along the front to the site of the plaque.
Lady Soames, accompanied by Brigadier Anne Field inspected the parade
stopping to speak to many.

Addresses and prayers were given and offered supporting those who still
mourned; in recognition of the sacrifices made; valuing human life and
remembering all victims of war, by Father John Reid and The Reverend
Mair Talbot.

This November 2016, we are remembering them all with pride.
___________________
References
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Two beautiful Remembrance
Day  photos kindly supplied

by Clare Mulley

Irina Rakobolskaya, Chief of
Staff of the famed Guards

Night Bomber Aviation
Regiment - the Night

Witches - 1919 to 2016


